
  
 
 

 

 

 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE  

“Our customers requested that we apply our expertise in LED lighting and components to our 

interior components that are installed in a wide range of aircraft with traditional technologies.  

Airlines and Operators want to take advantage of the maturing of the LED industry and apply this 

technology for more reliable and up to date cabin appearance.” said Beth de Young, General 

Manager of IDD Aerospace. “By providing a range of LED back lighting options, we have the 

opportunity to deliver both improved cabin ambiance and a reduction in operating cost, reducing 

weight and power and the expense and frequency of bulb replacements.  

The most recent shipment includes spot lights for entry doors, floor lights and reading lights; ceiling 

and wall ambiance lighting; and safety signage including exit and seatbelt signs. It also includes 

various service panel lights for the water filling compartment and the refueling panel. 

Redmond, WA (July 3, 2012) - IDD AEROSPACE, a Zodiac Aerospace Company, announces the 

shipment of the latest state of the art LED cabin lighting solutions. Lower weight and power 

consumption are added benefits to the longer life and modern appearance these products offer in 

upgraded performance over fluorescent and incandescent interior lighting solutions.  
 

###  

IDD AEROSPACE SHIPS NEW LED PRODUCTS FOR INTERIOR LIGHTING PRODUCT LINE  
DESIGNED TO IMPROVE RELIABIITY AND UPDATE MODERN CABIN INTERIOR 

 

The focus of the component upgrades is to utilize the existing installation wiring, aircraft interface 
signals and through various carefully developed and tested circuits provide airframe manufacturers 
and airline operators’ new LED solutions that work seamlessly with installed fixtures to minimize 
upgrade costs. 

IDD Aerospace is part of Zodiac Aerospace Aircraft Systems Group. The company headquarters is 
in Redmond, Washington, USA and is a leading provider of aircraft lighting solutions for flight deck 
and interior lighting solutions to aerospace customers worldwide. More information on IDD 
Aerospace can be found at http://www.iddaerospacecorp.com  More information about Zodiac 
Aerospace can be found at Zodiacaerospace.com. 

About IDD Aerospace  

LED – light emitting diode – technology offers improved performance, life-span, and efficiency 

decreasing the amount of power draw. In turn, this equates a need for smaller batteries and 

converters, decreasing overall weight. Together, these benefits show real savings in consumption 

and help defray operating costs. 
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